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FOREWORD
This final report has been prepared to present the results of testing and evaluation
of wheel design concepts developed for a dual-mode (manned Jautomated) Lunar Surface
Roving Vehicle. The work was accomplished by AC Electronics - Defense Research
Laboratories at Goleta, Califronia.
This report. Volume I, a detailed technical report along with Volume !I. a Development
Test Plan for Wheel and Wheel Drive Assembly of a Dual-Mode (manned automated)
Lunar Surface Roving Vehicle have been prepare to fulfill the final report requirements
on Contract NAS 8-25194.
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SUMMARY
This volume of the final report presents a detailed technical report of the concept
development, testing, evaluation and the selection of a final wheel design concep'
for a Dual-Mode Lunar Surface Roving Vehicle (DLRV).
Initially two wheel design concepts were selected. This selection was based on the
review of related programs and applicable technology. Three wheel configurations
were chosen, one open wheel and two closed wheel. Wheels of these configurations
were fabricated for testing. As a result of initial testing a closed wheel of a fourth
configuration was fabricated of parts of one of the earlier closed wheels.
At the conclusion of a series of soft soil, mechanical, and endurance tests a final
•,heel design concept was developed and presented to the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration for approval. U"_n approval, three wheels of this final con-
figuration were fabricated and assembled for delivery to and evaluation by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
viii I
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SECTIONi
INTRODUCTION
AC Electronics - Defense Research Laboratories (AC-DRL) for several years has
had under development various lunar wheel as well as total vehicle concepts. A
thorough review and analysis of past works at AC-DRL was undertaken. In addition.
published reports and data from the work of others in the field was critically
examined. As a result, two basic wheel types were selected for further study,
test and, evaluation as described in the following section.
*o
m.
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Vol. I CANDIDATEWHEELDESIGNS
Initially AC-DRL built and tested four breadboard wheels of two basic types. All
four are 32 inches in diameter, with a 9-inch section width. All contain a rim. spun
aluminum disc, and flexible woven-wire omer frame. One wheel is an open single _.
mesh wire-frame design. The other three are various closed designs with fabric
between double mesh. These breadboard wheels were designed for the Dual-Mode
Lunar Surface Roving Vehicle (DLRV); the wheel design and construction were essen-
tially the same as the Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) wheel, except for the nominal design
load. Due to the similarity of LRV and DLRV wheel designs the conclusions resulting
from the tests described later in this report are applicable to both DLRV and LRV
wheel selection, even though the tests were performed on wheels designed for slightly
different loads.
2, 1 Open Wheel Design
The wheel concept shown in Figures 1 and 2 is a single-mesh, open wire frame design
with herringbone tread. The wheel consists of a rim, disc, flexible woven wire outer
frame, tread and necessary fasteners. The rim and disc are spun from 2024 aluminum
alloy sheet. The disc and rim are then trimmed and heat treated. Figure 1 also shows
an inner frame - thisframe was not includedinthe breadboard wheels since itwas not
required for the testsbeing conducted. Itis includedin the deliverablewheels.
The flexiblewire frame iswoven from music springwire consistingof 600 interwoven
0.032-inch-diameter wires ina 0.25-inch mesh. Each wire is crimped at fixedinter-
vals by using a crimping machine. The crim,r_:lwires are thenwoven intoa flatmesh and
the ends of the mesh are interwoven toform a cylinder. The cylinderends are clamped
ina stress-relieffixturetoform a torus which isthen stress-relievedand removed from
the fixture.
The tread strips are applied to the wire frame in a herringbone pattern. Each strip is
secured to the woven wire by a rivet which passes through the tread strip ar.d the wire
mesh and is headed over a washer on the back side of the mesh. A tubular spacer
between the tread strip and the securing washer prevents clamping of Lhe wire mesh.
2. Z Closed Wheel l)esisn
Several configurations of closed wheel, were proposed and three different con-
figurations were built and tested.
1980016718-011
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t 2 2.1 Fully Enclosed, One Piece Pleated Fabric. The wheel configuration shown in
Figures 3 and 4 is a double-mesh, closed wire-frame design with cleats. This desit_,n
is identical to the open wheel except for the outer frame and tread; again the inner
frame was not installed on the breadboard wheels. For e breadboard wheel the flexible
outer frame consists of two layers each of 600 interwoven 0.027-inch-diameter wires
in a 0.25-in. mesh with a high-strength fabric coated with teflon (DuPont Armalon)
sandwiched between the two providing a completely enclosed wheel tc "us. The fabric
was folded to conform to the whee[ contour. Radial and peripheral folds were made in
the fabric of sufficient depth to allow the wheel to deflect without overstressmg the fabric
in tension. The woven wire meshes were fabricated of. 027" zinc-cadmium coated music
wire. The coating process was accomplished during the drawing o;_ the wire. A separate
tread over the wire frame mesh is not required, but bottle cap type cleats are provided
to increase traction over surfaces with a low coefficient of friction. The assembly pro-
cess is the same as for the open-frame wheel.
2.2.2 Fully Enclosed Woven Fabric. The wheel configuration shown in Figure 5 is a
double-mesh fully enclosed wire-frame d,. ;ign with cleats. This design evolved after
a tear developed in the tully enclosed wheel described above during soil bin tests and
was an attempt to provide a fully enclosed wheel that would withstand the fatigue, wear
and stresses on the fabric. This design is identical to the fully enclesed one-piece
pleated fabric design except that the fabric closure is woven from strips of the DuPont
Armalon. To complete this wheel in a minimum of time, two woven wire meshes which
had previously been rejected for weaving and wire imperfections were used. The i_lner
meth was made of the. 027" diameter and the outer of. 032" diameter zinc-cadmium
wire as above. This wheel was also assembled with bottle cap type cleats.
.. 2.2.3 Semi-enclosed Overlappin_ Fabric. The wheel configuration shown in Figure 6
is a double-mesh semi-enclosed wire-frame design with cleats. This design is identical
: to the fully enclosed design except the enclosure consists of strips of fabric that over-
: lap, covering only the bearing surface of the wheel and a portion of the wheel sides.
T" This wheel design was developed in an attempt to combine the desirable qualities of the
"- closed and open wheels. The two meshes used in this wheel were disassembled from the
¢
_. fully enclosed wheel described in paragraph 2. J, 1 above. The fabric was cut essentially
, J. into strips and placed at an angle across the contour of the inner mesh. Each strip over-
lapped the previous strip to form a closed cover at the periphery.
i i.
.I
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2.3 Weight Comp__rison
A summary weight comparison, Table I, is included as an important criterion for
eventual candidate selection. The weights given are for the complete wheels including
the inner frame.
Table I
WEIGHT COMPARISON
F ............ C,_ndidate Wheels I
Closed iOne Pie ce Overlapped
Component Open* Pleated Woven Semiclosed
Outer Frame 6.14 6.68 7.48 6.20
Inner Frame 3.86 3.86 3.86 3.86
Wheel Rim and
Disc and Hub 2. 10 2. 10 2. 10 2. 10
Hardware 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44
TOTAL - 12.5_4 t_b_ !3:08 Ib 13.88 Ib 12.60 Ib i
I
,_ _ ",_,._/_,,:,,-..:_, _i i_._._)
\,_=r 4=-
l 1 l l I I l l4_.,_ L_Io"
..........I l I l_l--_--'p_ ml.,lll _l_'., _',..L.
_.. } -- l'-- i ..' Iq-_,.,_'%, i .... i ......... [_(""_) _'=_I'| _- _/50dg
Figure 3 Wire-Frame Reel, One-Piece Closed Configuration
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Figure 4 Fully Enclosed, One-Piece Pleated Fabric Design
L
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3.1 Purpose
The purpose of the following tests performed on breadboard AC-DRL DLRV wire
frame #he:l candidates was to help select the final DLRV wheel concept and verify
engineering analyses. The tests were performed by AC-DRL at General Motors
Corporation facilities.
3.2 Objective
The objective of the tests was to provide data for final wheel selection.
3.2.1 Soft Soil Mobility Studies:
1. To measure the tractive performance of each wheel candidate.
2. To determine the motion resistance of each wheel candidate.
These tests determined the ability of each wheel candidate to function in soft soils
and to meet the 25 degree slope gradability required.
3.2.2 Mechanical Tests. Load deflection studies, to determine the spring rate
characteristics of the breadboard wheels in the three primary axes.
3.2.3 Endurance Tests:
1. Smooth road endurance tests, to determine the endurance of candidate
wheels for extensive smooth surface travel.
2. Random obstacle endurance tests, to determine the endurance limit of
the candidate wheels for extensive tr,_vel over random obstacles.
These tests determined the ability of each wheel candidate to meet engineering and
mission profile requirements.
. 10
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CANDIDATEWHEELTESTING
4.I SoftSoilTests
4.I.I Scope of Test. Softsoiltestswere performed at the General Motors SoilBin
Facilityon both the open wheel and the fullyenclosed, one piece, pleatedfabricwheel
to determine the softsoilmobilitycharacteristicsof the two basic designs. The tests
determined, for varous loads,drawbar-pull and thrustvs slipas wellas motion re-
sistancefor each wheel design. The testswere conducted inair dry, crushed silica
sand for the two conditionsspecifiedin Table If. The "Land Locomotion SoilValues"
were determined by Bevameter Shear and Penetrometer Devices. The soilangle of
friction_ and cohesion c were also determined from shear box tests. Examples of
the recorded soilcharacteristicsare shown inAppenoix I.
Table II
SOIL DATA
Crushed SilicaSandt Air Dry
SoilFactor Loose Condition Compacted Condition
Bevameter _ peak 34° ±3° 40 ° ±2 °
• • Bevameter 0 ultimate 34° +3 ° 34° 4 °
Bevameter c 0 psi 0 psi
•. k_} 4.0 +0.6 lb/in, n+2 10 ±2 lb/in n+2
k 0 lb/tn, n+l 0 lb/in, n+l
.. C
n 0.8 0.6
"" K 0.40 in. O. 35 in.
: "" F 9'/ _3 lb/ft 3 10T ± 2 lb/ft 3
• . Moisture Content 0.5% 0. 5%
:. Shear Box } peak 35.3 ° 40.8 °
: Shear Box _ ultimate 34.9° 33.8 °
#m
Shear Box c 0 0
: [ T9"
{
i
_" Abstract - The tests showed that bothwheel designs met the 25 degree slope gradability
i _ requirement. However, in the loose soil the covered wheel performed from 10% to
£' 157obetter at slips over 20%. In the compacted soil there was no statistical difference
between the wheels. The covered wheel incurred a failure in the Armalon cover half _,
I way through the soft soil tests. This failure was in the form of a circumferential rip.
?
! -
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4.1.2 AdministrativeData
Test Condition- The testswere supervisedby personnelof theAC-DRL Lunar Sys-
tems Department. They were run intheGeneralMotors SoilBin FacilityatHudson,
Ohio,by thesoilDinfacilitypersonnel.
Test Dates - The tests on the open wheel were run during December 18, 19, and 22,
1969. The tests on the closed wheel were run during January 7, 8, and 9, 1970.
The Test Samples - 2_ne tests were run on the wheels described in paragraphs 2.1 and
2.2.1, the open and the fully enclosed, one piece pleated fabric designs.
Test Facilities - The test facilities and equipment required to perform the tests
specified herein are listed in Table III and described as follows:
Soil Bin and Associated Equipment - The GM soil bin facility is 40 ft long with a soil
section 60 in. wide and 30 in. deep. The rail-mounted test carriage provides mounting
for wheels up to 48 in. diameter under loads of up to 2000 lb at speeds of 1 to 4 fps and
up to 1000 lb at 1 to 10 fps. A variable speed AC drive system is used to propel,
brake, and control the carriage. (See Figure 7. )
TableIll
TEST EQUIPMENT
(I) Large SoilBin
(2) SoilBin Test CarriageIncluding:
(a) Two-Axis Load CellDynamometer
(b) Wheel Torque Cell
(c) SinkagePotentiometer
(d) CarriageTravelPotentiometer
(e) Wheel RevolutionCounter
(f) Bevameter Soil Test Device
(3) Recording Equipment
(4) Weights
(5) Work Car Include.
(a) Tiller
(b) Leveling Blade
(c) Compactor
: 12
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Test Requiroments - The tests were run in accordance with the following procedure.
Drawbar-Pull _nd Thrust vs Slip Tests - Drawbar-pull and thrust vs slip tests were
conducted on the test articles in each of the soils described in paragraph 4. 1.1. The
test sequence consisted of:
1. Soil Preparation -- Prior to the start of each test the soil was
tilled and leveled by using the soil bin work car.
2. Measurement of Soil Parameters - Before, during and at completion
of each day's testing, two penetration and one shear test were con-
ducted at three locations in the soil bin by _sing the Benvameter soil
test device mounted on the test carriage. Values of the pertinent
soil parameters were determined from the test data.
3. Data Runs - Drawbar-pull/thrust vs slip tests were conducted at
normal wheel loads of 30, 45 and 60 lb. Each test run was repeated
at least once or as many times as required to obtain reasonable
agreement between test data from consecutive runs. The wheel and
test carriage were started at a predetermined synchronous speed
(0 slip condition} and the speed of the test carriage was decreased
in a continuous manner to 0 speed with the wheel speed held constant
(100% slip condition}. Drawbar-pull, wheel torque, wheel sinkage,
revolutions, and normal load were recorded on a strip chart
recorder (see Figure 8 for example).
MotionResistanceTests- Mgtionresistancetestswere conductedduringselected
runs ineachofthesoilsdescribed.To perform themotionresistancetest,the
carriagewas runat constantspeedforthefull engthofthesoilbinwiththewheel in
a free-wheelingmode (drivechaindetached).Motionresistance,wheel revolutions,
carriagetravel,normal load,andwheel sinkagewere recorded. Soilpreparation
and measurement ofsoilparameters were identicaltotheproceduredescribedabove
for drawbar-imll tests.
Disposition of Test Samples - After completion of tests, the test articles were
returned to AC-DRL for the conductance of Endurance Tests.
14
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4.1.3 Test History and Results. The first series of tests was on the open wheel de-
sign, the second series on the closed wheel design. The following sequence was
followed for both series of tests:
a. Calibration of Equipment - Sample calibration sheets are reproduced in
Appendix 2.
b. Soil Tests - The soil was tested at the beginning and end of each
day of testing and at intermediate times such as when soil condi-
tions were changed. This occurred during both the first and second
series of tests. (Samples in Appendix 1).
c. Drawbar-pull and thrust tests at various loads - The wheel was
drawn through the soil at a continuously decreasing speed while the
wheel revolutions per mim_te were kept constant. This produced a
varying slip from -2ff_to *10ff_. The wheel sinkage, torque,
horizontal force, load or vertical force, carriage speed, and wheel
speed were continuously recorded on a strip chart recorder. A
typical recorder output is shown in Figure 8. These tests were
repeated for wheel loads of 30 lb, 45 lb, and _q lb. Results vf
these tests were plotted and the plots are reproduced in Appendix 3
for the open wheel and Appendix 4 for the closed wheel. Summaries
of the test results are presented in section 4.1.4. The tests were
fi,.st run in the loose soil condition and then repeated in the compacted
soil condition.
d. Motion Resistance Tests - The motion resistance tests were run after
the drawbar-pull tests, first in compacted soil and then in loose s_,i!.
e. Radius - The effective rolling radius was determined for both _ heel
designs by pulling tile undriven wheels until they had made 4 revolu-
tions, then measuring the distance traveled and determining the
effective radius. The results are shown in Figure 9 for both wheels
and both soil conditions.
In addition to the prescribed tests, a series of special tests was run on the closed
wheel to check the accuracy and calibration of the test equipment.
Special Equipment Tests - The recording equipment was checked by pulling on the
carriage with a known force and checking the readings on the strip chart recorder,
16
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Also a full tes_bwas run with the wheel operating out of the soil. This t('si was conducted
to see if the deceleration of t_e carriage provides a dra_vba,' p, dl du(, t,, "MA" forces,
i. e., an indicated drawbar pull due to the change in carriage ¢:elocity and lls mass. Fhe
strip chart is reproduced in Figure 10; the drawbar pull is shown on the chart as the
line laboled Horizontal Force. ARer the origim_l jerk of starting the c:lrriage, It can l)e
seen that "MA" foroes do not significantly contribute to the drawbar pull. A zero force
on the chart is the steady line below the jerk and a positive pull is a duviation to the
_P[ght of th,o steady state zero line. Finally, the drawbar pull test was repeated at a
constant slip and a 45 lb load. This was done by applying a 45 lb lo,_d and a known rpm
to the wheel an c_en pulling the carriage at a constant speed so that a 1_: .ive slip would
occur. The results were within the _2afor the 45 lb varying carriage speed test.,.. Again
this test indicates that the carriage does not add a fal,_e drawbar pull to the wheel's
apability.
4.1.4 Summary Test Data. The test result_ w_ summarized in several different
ways to analyze t_erformance of each wheel design.
Theoretical and Actual Wheel Performance - The'Land Locomotion Soil Values"for the
crushed silica sand, air dry, loose condition (in which the tests were run_ were utilized
along with each wheel's characteristics and various loads to determine theo,-etical draw- ,',
bar pull. This was done by usiT_ a computer program which eshmated P W based o_ soil
characteristics, the load, and wheel parameters. The P/W vs slip results of thus pro-
6
gram were plotted. Also, on the same graph was plotted the 25 degree slope _:radability
line. Finally on the_ne graph were plotted curves obtained by computer regression
analysisof the data recorded during soft soiltests. Figures II and 12 show resultsfor .
4
both wheels at the 60 Ib load Itcan be 3een thatthe actualperformance and predicted
performance in the testsoiland bhe NASA soilar,,comparable, and thatthe 25 degree '
gradability requirement has been met. The actual data for Figu_12 fit a curve speci-
fied by
P/W = -0. 017 • 0. 052S - 0. 002S 2 + (0. 22) (10"4)S 3 - (0. 10) (10"6)S 4 ,. ,:
(S = slip in %) _'::_
For the comparison of predicted P/W values for GM and NASA specified _oils °"
the followingvalues shown in Table IV were used. "_,:
18
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Tabm IV
NASA SPECIFIED VALUES AND GM SOIL BIN VALUES
z .,
l_ kc _ c K )'
Values lb/in, n+2 lb/in, n+l n Deg psi in. lb/in.
3
NASA 3.0 0.0 1.0 35.0 0.0 0.4 0.05
Specified Values
GM Soil Bin 4.0 0.0 0.8 34.0 0.0 0.4 0.06Values
Difference in wheels -- To see if the different wheel designs produced different draw-
bar pull, all the resuits for a b0 lb wheel load in both soil conditions were plotted
on the same graph and the area in whicl, they fell was shaded (Figures 13 and 14).
It can be seen that a difference does exist in loose sand and the closed wheel per-
forms better. However, in compacted sand there is no difference in performance.
P/W versus M/ReW (l-S) - To obtain a comparison of the wheels in terms of an
energy factor, P/W was plotted versus M/ReW(1-S), a dimensionless measure of
the energy required to drive the wheel. These plots are reproduced in Figures 15,
16, and 17 for 60 lb and 45 lb loads in loose soil and 60 lb load in compacted soil.
Again, a difference in wheel performance can be noted in loose soil but rot in
compacted soil. For the 60 lb wheel load the extra energy required to flex the two
sets of wires and fabric of the closed configuration can be seen.
Composite results by load and soil condition - For comparison purposes, the closed
wheel and open wheel composite results for each load and soil condition are shown
in Figures 18 to 23. Again, for the 30 lb and 45 lb load5 the closed wheel performs
better in loose soil but no appreciable difference exists in the compacted soils.
4.1.5 Unplanned Events-Fabric Failure- The fabric on the Fully Enclosed, One
Piece Pleated Fabric Design failed halfway through soft soil testing, after approxi-
mately 3500 ft. The failure occurred as a split down the centerline of the wheel.
At the completion of soil testing, the split was approximately 20 inches long (see
Figure 24). This split occurred along a crease formed in the fabric when it was
pleated to provide give during wheel deflection under load. At this time it is felt
that the crease caused by pleating the fabric broke or weakened t',,e glass fibers,
thereby reducing their strength and causing eventual failure under tensile load.
22
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4.2 Mechanical Tests
4.2.1 Scope of Test. Load Deflection Tests were performed on all breadboard wheels.
These tests determined the spring rate characteristics of the breadboard wheels in
three primary axes. During the tests, deflection and footprint data were recorded for
loads of 30 ib, 45 lb, and 60 lb. These tests were repeated after soft soil tests for
the wheels that were run in the soft soil.
Abstract - The load deflection tests showed that the actual deflection slightly deviated
from the design deflection. The design equations were modified to get a better approxi-
mation. The deflection was not linear due to the continual addition of new wires to support
the load as the load is applied. Also in the fabric covered wheels the fabric adds to the
stiffness of the wheel.
When the wheels were retested after the soft soil tests, a significantly stiffer spring
rate was found to exist for the covered wheel but not for the open wheel. It was de-
termined that this was due to "ruffing" of the fabric surface by the sand, thereby in-
creasing the coefficient of friction between the fabric and the wires.
4.2.2 Administrative Data
Test Condition - The tests were run at the AC-DRL test facility by the facility personnel.
"_ Test Dates:
. ,
Date Test
"" 12-11-69 to 12-12-69 3 Axis load deflection test on closed pleated wheel.
•" 12-15-69 3 Axis load deflection test on open wheel.
,. 1-16-70 Vertical oaddeflectioncurveon closedpleatedwheel.
_ 1-16-70 to 1-19-70 Vertical load deflection curve on closed woven wheel.
am
i
1-22-70 Vertical load deflection curve on semiclosed wheel.
" : !" 2-6-70 Vertical load deflection curve on open wheel.
Test Samples - All the tests were run on breadboard wheels. These are described
in paragraphs 2.1 and 2.2.
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Test Facilities - The equipment required to perform the tests specified herein is
listed in Table V and described below.
Table V
TEST E¢ UIPMENT
i
Test Test Equipment
(1) 3-Axis Load-Deflection
Lcad-Deflection Test Apparatus
(2) [,inear Potentiometer
(3) Bridge Balance Box
(4) 3-Axis Table
(5) Wheel Support Fixture
Wheel Deflection and Associated Equipment - The deflection apparatus consists of six-load
cells mounted between two parallel plates. Three load cells are located at the corners
of an isosceles triangle for measuring vertical load. Two load cells measure the lateral
wheel loads. A single load cell is used to determine the tangential load. The upper
plate is covered with heavy emery cloth to provide a high friction surface (see Figure 25).
The wheel spring rate test setup uses a milling machine to provide the test loads and
travel. The wheel is fastened rigidly to the locked arbor by means of a special adapter.
The apparatus in turn is fastened to the machine feed table which allows motion in
any of the three principal axes. The milling machine applies a load to the wheel and, in
conjunct:on with a deflection potentiometer, provides a readout to any x-y plotter which
gives the plot directly.
A linear potentiometer provides a readout of the table movement from a fixed reference
point.
Test Requirements - The tests were run in accordance with the following procedure:
Set-Up- The wheel shall be mounted rigidly to the wheel support structure which
in turn shall be attached to the overarm supports of a horizontal milling machine.
The deflection-apparatus shall be placed on the table of the milling machine and
appropriate connections shall be made to the bridge balance box and the x-y
plotter. The linear potentiometer shall be located to record the wheel deflection
in either the vertical, lateral, or longitudinal direction.
36
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Vertical Load - Deflection - The wheel shall be deflected from 0 to 4 inches and
the load-deflection curve shall be recorded.
The contact length and width shall be measured and recorded at 30, 45, 60 lb[
and at maximum deflection.
Lateral Lgad - Deflection - A vertical load of 60 lbf shall be applied to the
wheel. The wheel shall then be deflected laterally until the wheel slippage
occurs at the function surface. The lateral load-deflection curve shall
be recorded.
Tangential Load - Deflection - A vertical load of 60 lbf shall be applied to the dy-
namometer surface. The wheel shall then be deflected tangentially until shppage
occurs at the function surface. The longitudinal load-deflection curve shall
be recorded.
Disposition of Test Samples - The test samples were sent to the next test in the test
sequence after the load deflection tests.
4.2. 3 Chronological Report of Test. Mechanical test was performed on closed pleated
wheel. The vertical load vs deflection curve was measured at four positions (90 de-
grees apart) with a 1/16-inch rubber base. The measurements were repeated 3 times
at each location. Figure 26 shows the results of these measurements. The lateral
load vs deflection was measured twice at the same location with a 60 lb vertical load
and for the following bases: 1/16" rubber, plastic strip, and plywood with holes. Figures
27 through 29 show the results of these measurements. The tangential load vs deflection
curve was measured twice at three locations (90 degrees apart) with a vertical load of
60 lb and on a plywood base with holes. Figure 30 shows the results of the measurements.
Wire profiles were recorded at two wheel positions for the following conditions: no load,
1 inch deflection, 2 inch deflection, and 3 inch deflection (see Figure 31). The wheel
footprint was recorded at four different wheel positions (90 degrees apart) for vertical
wheel loads of 30, 45, and 60 lb (see Figure 32).
Mechanical test of open wheel. - The vertical load vs deflection curve was measured
i at 4 positions (90 degrees apart) with a 1/16" rubber base. Figure 33 shows the results
,: of these measurements. Lateral load vs deflection curve was measured with a 60 lb
I vertical load and at the same location for the following bases: 1/2" felt, and double back
!
•! tape. Figures 34 and 35 show the results of these measurements.
36
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Figure 28 Lateral Deflection (inches) - Breadboard Wheel Lateral Load vs
i i " Deflection; Plastic Strip Base, Closed Pleated Armalon Liner,
i , 0.27 in. r)ia. Wire 09./12/69); 60 Ib Vertical Load
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Figure 29 Lateral Deflection (inches) - Breadboard Wheel Lateral Load vs
Deflection; Base: Plywood with holes; Closed Pleated Armalon
Liner, 0. 2'/in. Dia. Wire (12/12/69); 60 Ib Vertical Wheel Load
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t : Figure 30 Tangential Deflection (inches) - Breadboard Wheel Tangential Load
vs Deflection; Base: Plywood with Holes; Closed Pleated Arrnalon
I Liner, 0. 2"/in. Dla. Wire (12/12i6f)); 60 lb Vertical Wheel Load
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Figure 31 Deflected Profile, Position "C"-Wire Frame Wheel, SN01
Double Mesh (12/11/69)
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Figure 35 Lateral Deflection (inches) - Breadboard Wheel Lateral Load vs
Deflection; Double-Back Tape Base; Single Open Mesh, 0. 32 in.
Dia. Wire (12/15/69); 60 lb Vertical Wheel Load
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Wire profiles were recorded at two wheel positions for the following conditions: no load,
"_ ! inchdeflection,2 inchdeflection,and 3 inchdeflection(seeFigure36). The wheel
footprintwas recordedatfourdifferentwheelpositions(90degreesapart)forwheel
.. loadsof30,45, and 60 lb (seeFigure37).
Vertical oadvs deflectioncurvewas measured on theclosedpleatedwheels. The
measurement was repeatedt_'icewitha 1/16"rubberbase forthefollowingconditions:
.°
drybases,sprayedwithWD-40 and run on rollingroadfor5 minutes. Figure38 shows
"" the results of these measurements.
• Vertical load vs deflection curve was measured on the closed woven wheel after the
completion of a 1,000 cycle smooth load conditioning. The measurement was repeated
l 3 times at two different locations (90 degrees apart). Figure 39 shows the results of
the measurements.
!
-|
Vertical load vs deflection curve was measured on the semi-clused wheel after the
completion of a 1,000 cycle smooth road conditioning. The measurements were done
using the Tinius Olsen. The test setup is shown in Figure 40. The measurement was
performed at three different wheel locations (90 degrees apart). Figure 41 shows the!- resultsof the test.
l
I Vertical load vs deflection curve was measured on the open wheel after the completion
• t
of the soil test. The measurement was repeated 3 times at 3 locations (90 degrees
: apart}. Figure 33 shows the results of the measurement.
4.3 Wheel Endurance Testi
4.3.1 _. The testswere performed
: a. To determine the ability of each wheel to withstand dynamic loads
1
!i generatedwhen encounteringobstacles.
b. To findtheendurancelimitofthewheelsover a smooth surface
i and an obstacle course.
I" Abstract - Endurance tests were performed on the three covered-wheel types as well as the
open-wheelconfigurationas describedinparagraphs).1 and 2._. The closedpleatedwheel
i_. contained a split in the Armalon fabric which occurred during the soil test. This split increasedto the point where it was necessary to halt the test after 6,353 revolutions.
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Figure 36 Deflection Profile, Position "A"-Wire Frame Wheel, SN02
Stngl_. Mesh (12/15/69)
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The closed woven wheel was successfully subjected to 50,000 revolutions or 117 km
of smooth road testing. The obstacle test was halted after 33 revolutions during the
instrumentation checkout due to the mesh separating from the rim. This was attri-
buted to the absence of RTV normally put in the me.;h under the rim. The wheel was
repaired and subjected to 25,000 revolutions or 58 km on the obstacle track. A slight
amount of wire breakage was noted, especially in the button area.
The semi-enclosed wheel was also successfully subjected to 50,000 revolutions or
117 km of smooth road testing. The obstacle test was halted after 5,000 revolutions
or 12 km due to excessive wire breakage adjacent to the buttons.
The open wheel was run a total of 75,079 revolutions on the smooth road. After
the completion of this test the wheel was examined and a total of five broken wires
were found.
4.3.2 Administrative Data
The test was conducted at AC Electronics - Defense Research Laboratories. General
Motors Corporation, in Santa Barbara, California, on the following dates:
Dates Test
1-15-70 Smooth surface enduraJ_ce test on the closed
pleated wheel. The test was stopped after 6,353
cycles due to an enlarged split in the Armalon
fabric.
1-15-70 1,000-revolution conditioning on the closed
woven wheel.
1-17-70 to 1-19-70 50, 000 cycles smooth surface endurance test
on the closed woven waeel.
1-20-70 Obstacle endurance test on the closed woven
wheel. The wheel failed after 33 cycles
1-21-70 1,000-_ycle conditioning on semi-enclosed wheel.
1-22-70 25,000 cycles obstacle endurance test on the
closed woven wheel after repair.
1-23-70 50, 000-cycle smooth surface endurance test
on the semi-enclosed wheel.
1-23-70 to 1-24-70 Obstacle endurance test on the semi-enclosed
wheel. The wheel failed after 5,000 cycles.
2-30-70 to 2-26-70 Smooth road endurance tests on open wheel design.
Five broken wires were noted after 75,079 cycles.
56
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Test Samples - The test samples are described in paragraphs 2.1 and 2.2.
Test Facilities-
(1) Rolling Road Facility
(2) Wheel Support Structure
(3) Instrumentation
(a) Accelerometers
(b) Wheel Revolution Counter
(c) Wheel Tachometer
(d) Belt Tachometer
(e) wheel Torque Gages
(4) Weights
(5) Recorders
(6) Test Obstacles
(a) 9.5 x 2 x 2 inch aluminum block
(b) 2 x2 x 2 inch aluminum block
(c) 1 x 1 x 1 inch aluminum trapezoid
(d) 3 inch dia. aluminum half cylinder (1.5 inches thick)
Test Requirements - Since the purpose of these tests is the evaluation of the relative
mechanical and dynamic performance of the two wheel concepts, there are no specific
performance requirements to be met.
4.3.3 Chronolo$icalReport of Test
Smooth surface endurance testwas performed on closed pleatedwheel. The testwas
conducted with a 60 Ibwheel loadand at a wheel speed of 80 rpm. There was a splitin
'" the Armalon fabric which occurred during the soil test (see Figure 24). This split
-° increased to the point where it was necessary to halt the test after 6,353 cycles. The
, ,- parts from this wheel were then used to construct semtenclosed wheel.
i Conditioning, consisting of ', 000 cycles on the smooth road, was performed on the4*
closed woven wheel prior to load deflection test. The wheel was subjected to a 60 lb
T_
1 load and a wheel speed of 80 rpm during the conditioning.
Smooth surface endurance test consisting of 50, 000 cycles was performed on theT"
closed woven wheel. The wheel was subject to a 60 lb load and a wheel speed of 80[.
57
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rpm. The wheel was inspected and the deflection measured periodically. Figures
42 through 57 show the wheel condition at the various inspection points. The wheel de-
flection at 60 lb load increased at the end of the test by 3/16" to the v,-gue of i-5/'16 .°.
There was a slight amount of fraying of the Armalon fabric at the wheel edges (see
Figures 58 and 59). There were no aoparent ?halvges in wheel condition.
Obstacle endurance test was performed on the closed woven wheel. The wheel failed
after 33 revoluticn_. The wire mesh parted from the rim (see Figures 58 and 59).
The failure was due to the lack of RTV ((.E silicone rubber bonding material) in bonding
the wire mesh to the rim. The wheel was r,naired with RTV.
The semi-enclosed wheel was subjected to 1,000 revolutions of conditioning on the smooth
road. The wheel was subjected to a 60 lb load and a wheel speed of 80 rpm during br" .kin.
Obstacle endurance test consisting of 25,000 revolutions or 58 km was performed r n the
closed woven wheel. The wheel was subjected to a 60 lb load and a wheel speed in ac-
cordance with:
a. 10,000 revolutions at 4 km/hr or 28.5 rpm.
b. 15,000 revolutions at 8 km/hr or 57 rpm.
The wheel was inspectedand the obstaclesrearranged every 5,000 revolutions(see
Figure 60). Wheel loadwas 60 lb. The torque, verticalacceleration,and wheel velocity
were recorded. Figure 61 shows a typicalrecording. Figures 62 through 69 show
the wheel conditionsatvarious inspectionpoints.
Smooth surface endurance testconsistingof 50,000 cycles was performed on ritesemi-
enclosed wheel. The wire and paxts from the closedpleatedwheel were used toproduce
the semi-enclosed wheel. Thus, the wire inthe semi-enclosed wheel had 6,353 cycles on
itprior tothe startof the testresultingina totaltestof 56,353 cycleson the smooth
surface. The wheel during the testwas subjecttoa 60 Ib load and a wheel speed of 80
rpm. Figures 70 through 75 show the wheel conditionat various inspectionpoints
i
in test.
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Figure 43 Wheel Design No. 3 after 1: 000-Cycle Conditioning;
Location No. 1
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Figure 46 Wheel Des:gn No. 3 at Location 4 after 5,000 Cycles of
Smooth Surface Testing
Figure 47 Condition of Wheel Design No. 3 at Location 1 after
7,138 Cycles of Smooth Surface Endurance Testing
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Figure 48 Wheel Condition of Design No. 3 at Location No. 2 after
7,138 Cycles of Smooth Surface Endurance Testing
Figure 49 Wheel Condition of Design No. 3 at Location 3 after
7,138 Cycles of Smooth Surface Endurance Testing
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Figure 50 Wheel Condition of Design No. 3 at Location No. 1 after
29,385 Cycles of Smooth Surface Endurance Testing
Figure 51 Wheel Condition of Design No. 3 at Location No. 2 after
29,385 Cycles of Smooth Surface Endurance Testing
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Figure 56 Wheel Condition of Design No. 3 at Location No. 3 after
50, 000 Cycles of Smooth Suzface Endurance Testing
Figure 5'/ Wheet Condition of Design No. 3 at Location No. 4 after
50, 000 Cycles of Smooth Surface Endurance Testing
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Figure 59 Failure of Wheel Design No. 3 alter33 Cycles in Obstacle
Endurance Test; Wire Mesh _l_arates from Rim
L
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Figure 60 Obstacle Pattern for Obstacle Endurance Test of Wheel
Design No. 3
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Figure 61 Typical Recording of Torque, Acceleration and Wheel
Velocity During Obstacle Endurance Test of Wheel
:' Design No. 3
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Figure 63 Obstacle Test Setup for Wheel Design No. 3
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Figure 64 Typical Condition of Wheel Design No. 3 after 10,033
Cycles of Obstacle Endurance Testing
_', eJ
_°" . ,4
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Figure 65 Typical Condition of Wheel Desl_,a No. 3 after I0, 033
Cycles of Obstacle Endurance Testing
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Figure 6'/ Typical Condition of Wheel Design No. 3 after 20,030
Cycles of Obstacle Endurance Testing
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Figure 68 Typical ConditionofWheel Design No. 3 ,dter 25,000
Cycles of Obstacle Endurance Testing
Figure 69 Wire Breakage Ik ring Obstac:; Testing of Wheel Design No. 3
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Figure 70 Typical Conditionof Wheel De.s_ No. 4 atBeginmng of .:.
@ Smootl_rface Endurance Tes(_ *
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Figure ?l Typical Conditiono! Wheel DesignNo. 4 after _, 000 Cycles
in Smooth Surface Endurance Testing 0
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Figure 72 :Pjpical Condition of Wheel Design No. 4 af }r 15, U00 Cycles
in Smooth Surface Endurance Testing
Figure 73 Typical Condition of Wheel Design No. 4 after 25,194 Cycles
in Smooth Surface En_lrance Testing
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Figure 74 Typical Condition of Wheel Design No. 4 after 40,065 Cycles
in Smooth Surface Endurance Test
Figure 75 Typical Condition of Wheel Desigil No. 4 after 50, 063 Cycles
in Smooth Surface Endurance Test
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Obstacle endurance test was performed on the semi-enclosed wheel. During the test
the wheel ,,},s subjected to a 60 lt_ wheei load and a 28.5 rpm wheel speed. The torque,
vertical acceleration, and velocity of the wheel were recorded during the test. Figure
76 shows a typical recording of torque, vertical acceleration, and wheel speed. The
wheel failed after 5,000 cycles The failure consisted of a considerable amount of
wire breakage (see Figure' "{7 and 78). During the 5,000 cycle inspection, holes
1 CM in diameter were notlced at the location of the inner button cleats (nearest the
motor). Closer inspection ,f the wheel in this area reve._led many broken wires under
the button cleats. A rough count revealed approximately 50 broken wires m the outel"
wire mesh. There was also a large number of broken wires on the inner wire mesh.
Most broken wires are lotated on or near the innermost row of cleats (vehicle side
of wheel).
The single mesh open wheel configuration endurance test on the rolling road commenced
on 20 February with a 1,000 cycle "break-in" run on the smooth road. It was planned
to run the wheel for 50.000 cycles at 80 rpm. stopping after every 5. 000 cycles for
inspection of the wheel. The wheel was loaded with 42 1 '2 lbs producing a wheel
deflection of 1 3/4 inches. At the end of 5,034 cycles the deflection was found to be
1 7/8 inches and the load was lightened to 40 lbs, to once again give a wheel deflection
of 1 3/4 inches. Ne further changes were made in wheel loading throughout the endur-
ance test.
The endurance test continued with stops about every 5,000 cycles. Between the 44. 313
cycle and the 50,004 cycle at which points the wheel was stopped, three wires were
broken and were found at the latter stop. An additional broken wire was found at the
inspection stop after 60,317 cycles and another after 65.286 cycles. All broken wires
occurred at high spots on the tire. Figure 79 is a photograph of a typical broken
wire found during the endurance testing.
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Figure 76 Typic_l Recording of Torque, Acceleration, and
Wheel Veloci_ l_riLg the Obstacle En'tura_ce
Test of Wheel Design No. 4
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Figure 77 Wire Breakage in Wheel Design No. 4 after 5,000 Cycles in
Obstacle Endurance Test
_L
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Figure 78 Wire Breakage inWheel Design No. 4 after5,000 Cycles
in Obstacle Endurance Test
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Figure79 TypicalWire Breakage - Open-Wheel Configuration
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SECTIONV
TESTCONCLUSIONSANDRECOMMENDED
DLRVWHEELCONFIGURATION
5.1 Summary of Conclusions
• Based on the results of the soft seil performance tests, it was shown that both
the open and closed ":;heels can meet the requirements. The open wheel has
lower draw-bar pull (slope climbing) capability in loose soil due to its higher
ground pressure and tendency to "dig in" at high wheul slip.
• Endurance tests indicated that a double mesh, fully enclosed wheel can be
developed to meet DLRV life requirements. There is, however, a 1.0 to 1.8
lb/wheel weight penalty associated with the wheel enclosure.
• Endurance tests have shown that the button cleats used as grousers for the
closed-type wheels result in local stress concentration and early fatigue
failure of the wire mesh.
• Load-deflection tests indicated that the stiffness of the covered wheel increased
by up to 50"6 after soil bin testing, due to increased friction between the fabric
and the wire mesh caused Oy the sand. No chan_.e in stiffness was found for
the open wheel.
• The closed wheel has shown lower locomotion efficiency up to a Drawbar
Pull/Weight (P/W) ratio of approximately 0.5. This is attributed to the
higher mechanical losses associated with flexing the fabric. At high P/W
ratio (associated with high slip), the losses of the open wheel due to "dig in"
offset the higher mechanical efficiency.
• A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of a completely enclosed
wheel is given below:
. Advantages
#
._ i • Better flotation and higher P/W in soft soil
b W_
• Prevention of loose soil getting inside wheel rims
I
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Disadvantages
• Higher weight
• Mechanical complexity associated with double wire mesh
and fabric cover
• Higher mechanical rolling resistance
• Variation in wheel stiffness due to soil between
wire mesh and fabric
• Inner frame cannot be inspected after wheel is assembl_.
5.2 Recommended DLRV Wheel Configuration
An engineering analysis of the test results indicates that of the four design concepts
tested, the single woven wire mesh open wheel design with a chevron tread is the best
concept for continued development for the Dual Mode vehicle. Although there were
several wires broken during the testing it is felt with increased emphasis on material
quality control and improved fabrication techniques the wheel could be made to meet
the DLRV requirements. The open wheel concept was therefore presented to NASA
personnel at an oral presentation at AC-DRL on 5 February 1970. Assembly and detail
drawings were formal'.y submitted to NASA on 18 March 1970 for approval. Three
wheels were fabricated from the drawings after this approval for test and evaluation
by NASA.
The tabulated specifications for the DLRV wheel is shown in Table VI. while the
proposed formal specification is contained in ES 10115, Appendix 5 of this report.
5.3 Wheels Fabricated to Recommended Configuration
Three wheels were fabricated in accordance with the contract to the approved drawings
for d_livery per NASA instructions for test and evaluation. A photograph of one of
these wheels, serial number 1, is shown in Figure 80. Figure 81 is a photograuh of
this wheel during 0eflection testing. The results of the deflection tests axe shown in
Figur_ 82.
g2
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TABLE IV
DLRV WtIEEL SPECIFICATIONS
Nominal Diameter 32 inches
Nominal Width 9 inches
Nominal Load 57 lb
Nominal Torque 78.0 ft-lb
Limit Radial Load 600 lb
Limit Laterial Load 166 lb
Nominal Deflection 1.75 inches
Nominal Ground Pressure 0.6 psi
Maximum Speed 116 rpm
Life 6).5,000 rev.
i"
,t-
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Figure 80 Final Design of Open-Wheel Configuration Delivered to NASA
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SOIL TESTS
Crushed Silica Sand, Air D:y, Loose and Compacted Conditions
Charts, Calib-adon, and Analysis
i
CONTENTS
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i Particle Grain Size Distribution 1-4 to 1-5
Shear Box 1.6 to 1-12
I Bevameter Shear Tests I- 13 ,1-17
I Plate Penetration Tests ]-18 to 1-23
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The following value_ for the soil density were obtained during each day of testing.
Wet Density Dr3 Density
i2-19-69 - loose condition 98.0 97.5
12-19-69 - loose condition 97.3 96.8
1_v22-69 - compacted condition 104.9 104,4
12-22-69 - compacted condition 108.4 107.9
12-22-69 - compacted condition 105.6 105.1
12-22-69 - loosecondition 95.2 94.7
12-22-69 - loosecondition 93.8 93.3
!-7-70 - loose condition 97.3 ' 5.8
1-8-70 - loose condttion_ 96.6 95.1
1-8-70 - loose condition 97.3 96,8
1-8-70 - compacted condition 105.5 105.0
1-8-70 - compalted co_,dition 107.2 _06.7
1-9-70 - compacted cordition 108.2 107.7
1-9-70 - coml;_cted c_ndition 106.4 105.9
The ne-t two figures simw the density calibration sheet ._n.,ta: example of a density
cal elll_tion sheet.
1-2
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FIELD DENSITY TEST - SAND CONE METHOD
Sand Cone Apparatus No.
Plate No. __ Date of Calibration ....| - _ - _O
Sand Designation Personnel '_'o "r. 4_IIR_
CALIBRAT!ON
Volume of jar and funnel to valve
}. ,eight of apparatus filled to valve with water _l_p8 I gins.
2. '_/eight of apparatus empty _ gins.
3. Weight of water in apparatus to valve 40 _-_ gins.
(Item I -- Item 2)
4. Volumeofappara,o,t valve 'qO32.6 i cc
at_Q._ec, mJ. of water per gm. I, 00|
la. Weight of apparatus filled to valve with water _e/_ gins
2a. Weight of apparatus empty i_ 5_t gmsl
3a. Weight of water in apparatus to value _ O 20 gins.
(Item la- item 2a) _O_I.Z6 cc4a. Volume of apparatus to valve
at__°C, ml. of water per gm. I.OOZ_I_
lb. Weight of apparatus filled to valve with water __ gms.
2b. Weight of apparatus empty _gms.
3b. Weight of water in apparatus to valve _gms.
(Item lb. -- Item 2b)
4b. Volume of apparatus to valve _O_1.4_2 cc
at _.,._°C. ml. of water per gm. |.OOo_
5. Average volume of apparatus to valve 4_1_|.e7_ cc
.- Bul k Density Determination
"" 6, Weight of apparatus filled to valve with sand ._._!.i_ gins.
., 7. Weight of sand in apparatus to valve _,_,1_4 gms.
(Item 6 -- Item 2)
"" 8. Bulk demity (Item 7 5) m,cc
_ 9. Weight of apparatus filled with sand _ gins.
i " |0. Weight of apparatus and remaining sand _gms.
i" I 1. Weight of sand tn cone and plate gms.
?
* fi-
T" "
_. O¢**-tl SOILTEST INCORPORATED * |205 LEE STREET • EVANSTON, ILLINOIS, U.S.A. 1-_
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_ F!EI D DENSITY TEbT - SAND CONE METHOD t
SandConeA )paro,usNo. DateofTest 12--!q: Cl........ Test No. _. j
Method of Compaction .. NGlel -- I_IE Test Loc_t:on | ST "RUI'_
•r_ __ r .... -- CuL'TlVJI_I'_._ Area Rcprc_er,tcd
Number of Materialea 23s 2. .....................
..... Layer Designation
Thickness ............
Volume of Test Hole
1, Weight of apporatu_ filled with sand .... _lrIO_ .__gn-,s.
2. Weight of apparatus and remaining sand __ 5_l(_q__ gins.
3. Weight of sand in hole, plate end cone (Itern 1 minus Item 2) __ _._(_J__ gins.
4. Weight of sand in cone and plate (Item I1 of Calibration data sheet)_} eT_'..__ gms.
5. Weight of sand in hole (Item 3minus item 4) _lT_L_gms.
6. Bulk density of sand (Item 8 of calibration data sheet) ...... j, Se[l_ gms/cc
7. Volume of test hole (Item 5 + Item 6) ..... _t_,_____ cc
West Densit/
8. Weight of moist sell from hole plus tare ..... _ gins.
9. Weight of tare ....... _ _=,__ gms,
10. Weight of moist soil (Item8mlnusltem9) ...... _"/'..I. --- gins.
Item 10
11. Wet Density item-7- X 62.4 _.O Ib/cu. ft.
Moisture Content and Dry Density
12. Weight of wet sample plus tare ____ gms.
13. Weight of dry sample plus tare .... -- ' c__gms.
14. Weight of water in sample gins.
15. Tare Number and Weight No. gins.
16. Weight of dry soil (Item 13 minus Item 15) - gins.
;7. Moisture content _eemJM_ I],ALA.ksOE - -
(Item 11] (_17._ Ib/cu. ft.18. Dr), Density (1.0 plus Item 17)
Compaction Data
19. Maximu,_, dry density from Proctor Test Ib/cu. ft.
20. Optimum moisture content from Proctor Test °1o
(Item [8 X 100) %
21. Percent Compaction (Item 19
22. Specified minimum percent compaction %
Remarks:
m ....................
-_, SOILTEST INCORPORATED 2205 bEE STREET EVANSTON, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.J
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J. FRED TRIGGS. JR. P E
5765 MAYFIELD ROAD
CLEVELAND. OHIO 44124
CONiULTINO {NGIN|EII January 19, 1970 TEL a,e 44, 4,,o
General Motors Corporation
Earthmoving Division
Engineering Department 940
Hudson, Ohio 44236
Attention.: Mr. J. Gray
Direct Shear Testing
Sidley # 2000 Sand
Gentlemen
i have enclosed two copies of:
a. A summary of test results for Angles Of Internal Friction.
b. Graphical presentation of Peak and Ultimate Shear data
for #2000 sand in a loose condition.
c. Graphical presentation of Peak and Ultimate Shear data
for #2000 sand in a compact condltion.
Please notify me if you need additional data from these tests,
or additional testing.
Very truly yours
#'L
J. Fred Triggs, Jr., P.E.
encl:
JFTcd
f
f 4
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J FRED TRIGGS. JR.. P E
5765 MAYFIELD ROAD
CLEVELAND. OHIO 44124
co,,uL,r'_,o ENG'N,E" January 19, 1970 TtL 2,e• 44_.44,e
General Motors Corporation
Earthmoving Division
Hudson, Ohio 44236
Internal Friction Angles From Direct Shear Testing
Loose Condition; Air__Dry Density = 96.5 ib/cu, ft.
Normal Pressure Peak Angle Cm Ultimate Angle $u
515 psf 39.0 ° 38.3 °
919 35.2 "4.4
1320 34.6 33.9
1760 34.6 34.6
2130 35.3 35.3
2560 33.4 33.0
Average 35.3 ° 34.9 °
Compact_Condition; Air Dry Density = ]06.6 ib/cu, ft.
Normal Pressure Peak Angle _m Ultimate Angle _u
515 psf 43.0 ° 38.8 °
919 42.3 35.0
1320 41.0 33.0
1760 39.5 32.7
2130 39.2 31.8
2560 40.3 31.7
Average 40.8 ° 33.8 °
.
, Soil: Sidley #2000 sand Speciman thickness: 2.0 cm.
Shear box diam: 2.5 In. Shear _e: . 12 in/min.
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J FRED TRIGGS JR. P E
5765 MAYFIELD ROAD
CLEVELAND. OHIO 44124
CONIULTINGKNGIN_ER January 19, 1970 T,L *,, 4,9,4,,
Genera] Motors Corporation
Earthmoving Division
Hudson, Ohio 44236
Internai Friction Angles From Direct Shear Testing
Loose Condition; Air Dr_ Densit_ = 96.5 ib/cu, ft.
Normal Pressure Peak Angle _m bltimate Angle _u
515 psf 39.0 ° 38.3 °
919 35.2 34.4
1320 34.6 33.9
1760 34.6 34.6
2130 35.3 35.3
2560 33.4 33.0
Average 35.3 ° 34.9 °
Compact Condition; Air Dry Density = 106.6 Ib/cu. ft.
Normal Pressure Peak Angle _m Ultimate Angle _u
515 psf 43.0 ° 38.8 °
919 42.3 35.0
1320 41.0 33.0
1760 39.5 32.7
2130 39.2 31.8
2560 40.3 31.7
Average 40.8 ° 33.8 °
: Soilz Sidle¥ |2000 sand Speciman thickness: 2.0 cm.
Shear box dlams 2.5 in. Shear rate: .012 in/min.
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SPECIFICATION ,o.l,_qlc)l!5
•-,,.,^e_ELECTRONICS -oE_._E._E,,._-._._._o_._ SHEET_ oF 4QENERAL . gT_R_ CORPOI_ATICJN
='_e_HOLLmTER_WOOLET.,C,',L,"O,_'.*"_O,_ CODE iDENT NO. 13160
W_tI,]I.;I, ASSEM I}I,Y
DUAI,-,"dOI)t.] I,IINAR I{()VING VI't{ICI,I;
(I)i,HV) ICNC;INEERING SPECIFIC,%TION Ff)R
]. SCOPE. This specification estab]ishes lhe dr_i{,n.
performance, and acceptance requiremems for the Wheel
#ssembly of the Dual-Mode Lunar Roving Vehicle (DI RV).
?. AI'PLICABI,E DocLrMENTS. The following documents
form a part of this specification to the extent specified herein.
Unless a specific issue is noted in thts listing, the Issue tn effect
on date of contract shall app]y.
STANDARDS
Military
MIt,-STD-129 Marking for Shipment and Storage
MIL-STD-130 Identification Marking of U. S.
M illtary Property
DRAWINGS
AC-DRL
RSK 20141 Wheel _asernbly - Open
PUBLICATIONS
• AC-DRL
AC-ST D-! Workmanship
•. 3. REQUIREMENTS
-- 3. l Functional Characteristics
3.1.1 Wheel Deflection: The wheel assembly (mesh
-_ tire) shall deflect ] 3--'3/4.-]-7"4inches with an applied vertical load
of 57 lbs(f). The minimum deflected radius Is 14.25 inches. The
nominal total deflection shall be in accordance with Figure 1.
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3.2 _Design Characteristics
3.2.1 Baseline: rhe wheel assembly shall be to the
baseline shown in RSK 20141.
3.2.2 Weight: The total weight of each wheel assembly
shall not exceed 12.4 lbm, including tire, hub, and attachment
hardware.
3.2.3 Fref'whpeltng-- Each wheel assembly must be
capable of being disconnected from the motive power source, and
put in a freewheeling condition.
3.2.4 W__.orkmanship: Workmansqip shall be in accord-
ance with AC STD 1.
3.2.5 Ide_ttf!c.ation and_ Mar ktng_ The assembly shall ' p
identified by name plates or markings as appropriate and affixed
in accordance with MII.-STD-129 and MIL-STD-130. All hardware
identification data inscribed on the name plates and markings shall
be taken from and agree with production drawings and/or their
-- engineering release records.
"" 4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4. l Ge_erai: The supplier shall be responsible for
•, the performance o/-Miinspection requirements as specified herein.
":' 4. lo I Inspection Lev h The wheel assembly shall be
,_ teated and inspected at the assembly level.
I 4.2 _Acceptance Tests: The wheel assembly shall betested at ambient temperatur..'s and pressures attached to elt ,or a
holding fixture simulating the traction drive interfa.'e or an actual
traction drive assembly.
4.2. l Wheel Deflection Measurement: The wheel asse.nbly
shall be mounted and locked in a fixture as specified in paragraph
_ 4 2 and a vertical force of 57 Ibs shall be applied to the tire mesh.
I The deflection shall be as specified in pa;-agraph 3. I, I. The wheel
shall be rotated 90 ° and the test shall be repeated 3 times until 4
t positions on the wheel at right angles to each other have been tested
I and measured.
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4.2.2 Dimensional Inspection: The overall wheel
assembly dimensions shall be treasured and verifiedwith the
requirements of _aragraph 3.2. I.
4.2.3 Wheel Assembly Weight: The complete wheel
assembly uhall be weighed and verified with the requirements of
paragraph 3, 2.2,
4.2.4 Freewheelln__ Test: The unloaded wheel as,_mb_y,
when unlz,cked in :he freewheeling conditionper paragraph 3.2.3
shall require a maximum torque of 1S lb-in to start rotsttlng. The
teat fixture shall represent trintrnum clearance conditions.
4.2.5 Workmanship: Workmanship __-", be il_spected
to verify that the requirements of paragraph 3.2.4 have been met,
4.2.6 Identification Inspection: The wheel assembly
abel1 be inspected to verify that all identification and markings
have been applied in accordance with paragraph 3.2.5.
5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5. l Cleanln_ and Preservation: All deliverable
assemblies shallbe cleaned and oreserved in accordance with
AC-DRL standard practice.
5.2 Packaging. All deliverable aesembliem shill
be packaged for safe transportation by co,ninon carrier.
8. NOT{"_
None
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